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UDL [Universal Design for Learning] sets up 
course materials so they are designed to be 
accessible to everyone….Thus, UDL occurs ahead 
of time and provides paths for everyone to 
use. Conversely, accommodations tend to 
happen reactively, in response to specific learner 
requests and needs, and tend to be more rushed 
and based on the least-needed effort to make 
the accommodation.

- Tobin, 2014
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If you make the tools more usable for blind 
people, you’re going to find they’re more usable 
for everybody.

- Participant

 



Technical Improvements: Basics

Label everything clearly
• Especially frequently-used transition elements
Make key information easy to discover
• Total presentation length
• Slide # of #
• Beware of complex, nested elements
State the (not necessarily) obvious
• Presentation start and end



Labeling

Four methods:
• Text for a non-text element
• Alternate text
• Longer description
• Last resort: hidden elements
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aria-label Attribute

Define a string to label elements in the HTML
• A string can be a word or a short phrase

<span role=“button” aria-label=“Next”>▶</span>

Instead of reading the icon (▶), the screen reader 
will read “Next.” The role attribute tells the 
screen reader that this element has role of a 
button and functions like a button.



aria-labelledby Attribute
If there is an existing visible text element in the HTML, use this 
attribute instead.
• Contains the element ID(s) of labels in objects such as input 

elements, widgets, and groups
• Establishes relationships between objects and their labels
• Describe the essence of the object

<div id=“toc”>Table of Content</div>

<ol aria-labelledby=“toc”>
…
</ol>

The screen reader will announce “Table of Content” before 
reading the ordered list element.



aria-describedby Attribute
Used when element requires longer descriptive information.
• Contains element ID(s) of labels in objects such as input 

elements, widgets, and groups
• Establish relationship between widgets or groups and text 

that describes them
• Use to provide more information that a user might need

<span role=“button” aria-label=“next” aria-
describedby=“info”>▶</span>

<div id=“info”>Next button will take you to…</div>
This div element is usually hidden for sighted users.

In addition to saying the “Next” word, the screen reader 
will continue to read the ”Next button will take you to…”



Hidden Elements
When a custom solution is needed, use hidden HTML element 
with CSS.
• Use when the browser or screen reader does not support 

the WAI-ARIA standards

<span role=“button”>
<span class=“sr-only”>Download</span>
Transcript
<span class=“sr-only”>file</span>

</span>

The screen reader will read “Download Transcript file.” 
However, a sighted user will see only “Transcript”. The 
class=“sr-only” hides the text via CSS.



Minimize Differences

Universal Design: 
• No hidden toolbars
• Beware of detecting screen readers



ARIA Live Regions
In the past, a web page change could only be spoken in 
entirety which often annoyed a user, or by speaking 
very little to nothing, making some or all information 
inaccessible. Until recently, screen readers have not 
been able to improve this because no standardized 
markup existed to alert the screen reader to a change. 
ARIA live regions fill this gap and provide suggestions to 
screen readers regarding whether and how to interrupt 
users with a change.

- Mozilla Developer Network
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aria-live & aria-controls
A good candidate for live region is a region where dynamic content 
updates without a page reload.

<div id=“slideStatus” aria-live=“polite”>You are currently on 
slide…</div>

<span role=“button” aria-label=“Next” aria-controls=“slideStatus”>▶
</span>

aria-live sets priority for what screen reader should read first
◦ The most important attribute; defined on element that holds the 

dynamic content
aria-controls associates the control with the region that it 

controls
◦ In the example above, the next button controls the HTML 

element with the ID of “slideStatus”



Taking it 
Further
Polite
aria-live attribute accepts three 
settings:
• off – not important or silenced. 

This is the default setting.
• polite – important but not so 

rapid as to be annoying. This is the 
most commonly used setting.

• assertive – speak right away. 
This setting used to be called rude.

Relevant
aria-relevant is an optional attribute 
and accepts four settings
• additions – only speak when 

objects are added
• removals – only speak when objects 

are removed
• text – only speak when text is 

changed
• all – speak no matter what happened
additions and text is the default 
setting
• aria-relevant=“additions 

text”

aria-atomic is an optional attribute 
and accepts two settings
◦ false – Only announce updated 

objects. Default setting.
◦ true – Announce entire region

<div aria-live=“polite” aria-atomic=“false” 
aria-relevant=“additions”>You are currently 
on slide…</div>

Example

Atomic



The One Thing

Q: If there was one thing you could ask 
instructors to keep in mind as they facilitate 
online courses, what would it be?

A: Make everything text readable.  Everything.



Image vs Text .pdf Files

Image

Text
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Some Helpful Tools

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) software:
• Free Online: onlineocr.net, free-ocr.com
• Free downloadable: FreeOCR

Office Lens: https://www.microsoft.com/en-
us/store/apps/office-lens/9wzdncrfj3t8

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/store/apps/office-lens/9wzdncrfj3t8


Links
CEOEL
CEOEL: http://ce.uwex.edu/
CEOEL Instructional Design: http://ce.uwex.edu/campus-partnerships/online-program-
development/instructional-design/
Accessibility Resources
Section 508 Standards: https://www.access-board.gov/guidelines-and-standards/communications-
and-it/about-the-section-508-standards/section-508-standards
WCAG 2.0 Guidelines: https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/
Storybook+ Media Player
Overview of Storybook+ v2: https://media.uwex.edu/resources/documentation/storybook-plus-v2/
Example Storybook+ Presentation: https://media.uwex.edu/sandbox/ethan/sbplus/bkn315_week2/
Storybook+ on Github: https://github.com/oel-mediateam/sbplus
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) Resources
Free OCR Software: 
• http://www.onlineocr.net/
• http://www.free-ocr.com/
Office Lens: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/store/apps/office-lens/9wzdncrfj3t8

http://ce.uwex.edu/
http://ce.uwex.edu/campus-partnerships/online-program-development/instructional-design/
https://www.access-board.gov/guidelines-and-standards/communications-and-it/about-the-section-508-standards/section-508-standards
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/
https://media.uwex.edu/resources/documentation/storybook-plus-v2/
https://media.uwex.edu/sandbox/ethan/sbplus/bkn315_week2/
https://github.com/oel-mediateam/sbplus
http://www.onlineocr.net/
http://www.free-ocr.com/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/store/apps/office-lens/9wzdncrfj3t8


Laurie Berry
laurie.berry@uwex.edu
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